Since the mid-90s there has been a widely-held belief that signature files are inferior to inverted files for text indexing. In recent years the Bing search engine has developed and deployed an index based on bit-sliced signatures. This index, known as BitFunnel, replaced an existing production system based on an inverted index. The driving factor behind the shift away from the inverted index was operational cost savings. This paper describes algorithmic innovations and changes in the cloud computing landscape that led us to reconsider and eventually field a technology that was once considered unusable. The BitFunnel algorithm directly addresses four fundamental limitations in bit-sliced block signatures. At the same time, our mapping of the algorithm onto a cluster offers opportunities to avoid other costs associated with signatures. We show these innovations yield a significant efficiency gain versus classic bit-sliced signatures and then compare BitFunnel with Partitioned Elias-Fano Indexes, MG4J, and Lucene.
INTRODUCTION
Commercial search engines [2, 5, 19, 24] traditionally employ inverted indexes. In this work, we show how to use signatures, or bit-strings based on Bloom filters [1] , in a large-scale commercial search engine for better performance. Prior work comparing inverted files to signature files established that inverted files outperformed signature files by almost every criterion [28] . However, recent software and hardware trends (e.g., large Web corpora with Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than the author(s) must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. SIGIR '17, August 07-11, 2017, Shinjuku, Tokyo, Japan of billions of documents, large main memory systems) motivated us to reconsider signature files.
In our signature-based approach, known as BitFunnel, we use a Bloom filter to represent the set of terms in each document as a fixed sequence of bits called a signature. Bloom filters are reasonably space efficient and allow for fast set membership, forming the basis for query processing.
Using this approach, however, poses four major challenges. First, determining the matches for a single term requires examining one signature for each document in the corpus. This involves considerably more CPU and memory cycles than the equivalent operation on an inverted index. Second, term frequency follows a Zipfian distribution, implying that signatures must be long to yield an acceptable false positive rate when searching for the rarest terms. Third, the size of web documents varies substantially, implying that signatures must be long to accommodate the longest documents. Fourth, the configuration of signature-based schemes is not a well-understood problem.
We develop a set of techniques to address these challenges: (1) we introduce higher rank rows to reduce query execution time; (2) we employ frequency-conscious signatures to reduce the memory footprint; (3) we shard the corpus to reduce the variability in document size; (4) we develop a cost model for system performance; and (5) we use this model to formulate a constrained optimization to configure the system for efficiency.
These techniques are used in the Microsoft Bing search engine, which has been running in production for the last four years on thousands of servers. Compared to an earlier production search engine based on inverted lists that it replaced, BitFunnel improved server query capacity by a factor of 10.
Query Q is said to match document D when every term t ∈ Q is also an element of D. This happens when Q ⊆ D or Q = Q ∩ D. Define match set M as the set of documents matching Q:
The goal of the Matching Problem is to identify the match set M, given corpus C and query Q.
In Sections 2.2-2.4 we examine conservative probabilistic algorithms that never miss a match, but might falsely report matches. The goal for these algorithms is to identify a conservative filter set M ′ M ⊆ M ′ ⊆ C where the false positive set F = M ′ \ M is small.
Inverted Indexes
Perhaps the most common approach to the Matching Problem is the inverted index [4, 11] . This approach maintains a mapping from each term in the lexicon to the the set of documents containing the term. In other words,
Postinдs(t) = {D ∈ C | t ∈ D}
With this approach, M can be formed by intersecting the posting sets associated with the terms in the query:
Postinдs(t)
In practice, the posting sets are usually sorted, allowing fast intersection. They also draw on a large bag of tricks [4, 20] to compress and decompress posting sets [17, 23] while improving intersection time [6, 7] . This is a rich area with ongoing research into novel data structures such as treaps [16] and semi-bitvectors [13] . Inverted indexes find the exact match set, M, every time. Signaturebased approaches [8-10, 15, 25] , on the other hand, use probabilistic algorithms, based on superimposed coding [1, 21, 22] and newer approaches, like TopSig [12] to identify a conservative filter set M ′ . BitFunnel is based on classical bit-sliced signatures which are, in turn, based on bit-string signatures.
Bit-String Signatures
The key idea is that each document in the corpus is represented by its signature. In BitFunnel, the signature is essentially the sequence of bits that make up a Bloom filter representing the set of terms in the document. In constructing the Bloom filter, each term in the document is hashed to a few bit positions, each of which is set to 1.
Let n denote the number of bit positions in the Bloom filter. Define H (n, t) as a function that returns the set of bit positions in the range [0..n) corresponding to the hashes of term t. Define #» s t , the signature of term t, as the bit-vector of length-n where bit position i is set to 1 iff i ∈ H (n, t). We can then define the signature of document D as the logical-or of the signatures of its terms:
In a similar manner, we can define the signature of query Q as the logical-or of the signatures of its terms:
Given the signatures of the documents in the corpus, one can easily compute M ′ by identifying those documents whose signatures match the query's signature:
Here's the pseudocode to search a corpus for documents matching a query:
Bit-string signatures are elegant, but their uniform encoding of terms, independent of frequency, leads to poor memory utilization. Section 4.2 explains how BitFunnel uses Frequency Conscious Signatures to improve memory efficiency in signatures.
Bit-Sliced Signatures
If all of the signatures have the same length and share a common hashing scheme, H (n, t), one can achieve significant performance gains by using a bit-sliced arrangement [9, 26, 27] . This approach transposes signature vectors from rows to columns in order to allow multiple documents to be searched simultaneously while eliminating the bit masks and shifting necessary to perform Boolean operations on individual bits.
Suppose we have a corpus C = {A..P } and a query Q. The matrix in Figure 1 shows these documents and the query encoded as bitsliced signatures. Each document corresponds to a column which holds its 16-bit signature. Each row corresponds to a bit position in the document signature.
In this example the signature for document B has bit positions 2, 5, 9, and 13 set. The signature for the query Q has bit positions 2, 5, and 9 set. Therefore, document B will match the query. It turns out that document F also matches the query.
With the bit-sliced layout, we need only inspect the rows corresponding to bit positions in Q that are set. These rows, which we call the query's rows, are shaded in Figure 1 and isolated in Figure  2 . Each bit position in the query's rows corresponds to a document. The document matches if its bit position is set in all of the query's rows. We determine which documents match by intersecting the query's rows and looking for set bits. In Figure 2 , columns B and F are the only columns without zeros. Therefore documents B and F are the only matches.
Here's the bit-sliced algorithm: 
Bit-Sliced Blocked Signatures
While bit-sliced signatures offer a significant performance advantage over bit-string signatures, they still suffer from poor performance when searching for rare terms. The problem is that every document's bit position must be scanned, even in the case where only a handful of documents actually match.
The idea behind blocked signatures [14] is to create shorter rows by assigning multiple documents to each column in the signature matrix. The number of documents that share a column is called the blocking factor. Shorter rows improve performance because they can be scanned more quickly, but they introduce noise which increases the false positive rate.
Prior to BitFunnel, bit-sliced block signatures were used primarily as a single-level index into a set of bit-string signature files on disk. At the time the main concern with this approach was reducing the probability of an unsuccessful block match which occurred when a column signature matched the query but none of the documents contained all the terms in the query. Suppose, for example, a column held two documents, one containing the word "dog" and the other containing the word "cat". This column would match the query {"doд", "cat"} even though neither document contains both terms. At least one paper proposed a solution to the problem of unsuccessful block matches [14] , however [28] argued that blocking increases complexity while offering little benefit. In Section 4.1, we introduce Higher Rank Rows to address these problems.
THE BITFUNNEL SYSTEM
For the past 4 years, BitFunnel has powered Bing's fresh index of recently crawled documents. During this time the system, which runs on thousands of machines, spread across several data centers, has processed the entire query load sent to Bing.
Architectural Overview
Bing maintains multiple, georeplicated copies of the web index, each of which is sharded across a cluster of BitFunnel nodes. Figure 3 shows a single cluster. Queries are distributed, round robin, across the cluster. A node, upon receiving a query, parses it into an abstract syntax tree, rewrites the tree into an execution plan and then compiles the plan locally before broadcasting the compiled plan to the rest of the cluster. The nodes in the cluster run the compiled plan in parallel, returning results to the planning node for aggregation. These results are then passed on to other systems that score the matching documents and generate captions to display on the search results web page. 
The Cost of False Positives
One criticism specific to the signature file approach is the introduction of false positives into the result set. For scenarios like database queries where the identifying exact match set is the goal, the cost of filtering out the false positives can be prohibitive. In the case of web search, the cost of filtering out false positives is negligible. To see why, it is important to understand that the goal of web search is not to find documents matching Boolean expressions of keywords -rather it is to find the documents that best match the user's intent when issuing a query. In Bing, we employ a ranking system that, given a document and a query, will generate a score predicting how well the document matches the user's intent for the query. This system relies on many signals beyond keywords and to some extent its inner workings are opaque to us because it is configured by machine learning.
If we had unlimited resources, we could process each query by submitting every single document in the corpus to our ranking oracle and then return the top-n ranked documents. Since we don't have unlimited resources, we insert inexpensive filters upstream of the oracle to discard documents that the oracle would score low. The filters are designed to reject, with high probability, those documents that score low while never rejecting documents that score high. BitFunnel is such a filter.
In this context, the performance of BitFunnel is judged by its impact on the end-to-end system. BitFunnel wins when its time savings in the Boolean matching phase is greater than the time the oracle spends scoring false positives.
We turn our attention now to a single BitFunnel node to describe the techniques that enable fast query processing.
BITFUNNEL INNOVATIONS
In this section, we describe three innovations that address speed and space problems associated with bit-string and bit-sliced signatures.
Higher Rank Rows
BitFunnel generalizes the idea of blocking so that each term simultaneously hashes to multiple bit-sliced signatures with different blocking factors. The key to making this approach work is the ability to efficiently intersect rows with different blocking factors.
Mapping Columns Across
Ranks. In BitFunnel, we restrict blocking factors to be powers of 2. We define a concept of row rank, where a row of rank r ≥ 0 has a blocking factor of 2 r .
The BitFunnel blocking scheme is specific to the size of the machine word used for the bit-slice operations. Let w be the log 2 of the number of bits in a machine word, so for example, a 64-bit processor would have w = 6. Then the document in column i 0 at rank 0 will be associated with column i r at rank r as follows: Figure 4 gives a small example for a 4-bit machine word (w = 2) and ranks 0, 1, and 2. We can see that position 4 at rank 1 is associated with documents {4, 12} while position 0 at rank 2 is associated with documents {0, 4, 8, 12}. Note that higher rank rows will, in general, magnify the bit density of their lower rank equivalents. This is because the value of each bit at a higher rank is the logical-or of multiple bits at a lower rank. In order to maintain a constant bit density of d across all signatures in BitFunnel, we must use longer signatures at higher ranks. Therefore, a single row at rank 0 will translate into multiple shorter rows at a higher rank. In most cases, a rank zero row and its higher rank equivalents will consume roughly the same amount of memory. We will derive an expression for the memory consumption in higher rank rows in Section 5.4. Now suppose we have a query, Q, that maps to the three rows shown in Figure 5 . To evaluate the query, we need some way of intersecting rows with different ranks. The mapping in Equation (1) is designed to make this operation easy and efficient. Logically we convert each row to its rank-0 equivalent by concatenating 2 r copies of the row as shown in Figure 6 . Then we are free to intersect the rank-0 equivalent rows to produce the result vector. 
Optimizing
Higher Rank Row Intersection. At a logical level, our approach is to intersect rank-0 equivalent rows. Were we to generate rank-0 equivalents for intersection, we would lose all of the performance gains that come from scanning shorter rows at higher ranks. Mapping (1) was structured specifically to provide opportunities to reuse intermediate results at every rank. As an example, in Figure 6 , bits [0..3] of the rank 2 row need only be read once, even though they will be used for positions [4..7] , [8..11] , and [12..15] . Similarly, the intersection of the first two rows in positions [0..3] will be computed once and used again for positions [8..11] . We will leverage this insight in Section 5.3 where we derive an expression for the expected number of operations required to combine a set of rows with different ranks.
In BitFunnel, each term in a query maps to a set of rows that may include higher rank rows.
Frequency Conscious Signatures
We saw in Section 2.2 how Bloom filter signatures can be used to encode the set of terms in a document. One shortcoming with this Session 5C: Efficiency and Scalability SIGIR'17, August 7-11, 2017, Shinjuku, Tokyo, Japan approach is inefficient memory usage when terms in the lexicon have widely varying frequencies in the corpus. The problem stems from the fact that, in its classical formulation [1] , the Bloom filter is configured with an integer constant, k, which represents the number of hashes for each term 1 . This value of k is the same for all terms in lexicon L. In other words
To get an intuition for the problem of the one-size-fits-all k, it helps to think of the quantity of false positives in terms of signalto-noise ratio. Let's consider a single set membership test for t ∈ D. In the context of the test, define the signal s to be the probability that term t is actually a member of document D. This is just the frequency of t in the corpus.
Define noise α to be the probability that the Bloom filter will incorrectly report t as a member. Assume the Bloom filter has been configured to have an average bit density of d. Since d is the fraction of the bits expected to be set, we can treat it as the probability that a random bit is set. A set membership test involves probing k bit positions. If all k probes find bits that are set to one, the algorithm will report a match. Therefore the noise is just the probability that k probes all hit ones when t D:
The signal-to-noise ratio ϕ is then
We can rearrange this and take the ceiling to get an expression for k as a function of d, s, and ϕ:
This is the minimum value of k that will ensure a signal-to-noise ratio of at least ϕ. The main take away is that k increases as s decreases. In other words, rare terms require more hashes to ensure a given signal-to-noise level. Now consider a Bloom filter that stores a typical document from the Gov2 corpus 2 . If we were to configure the Bloom filter with k = 2 we could just barely maintain a signal-to-noise ratio of 10 when testing for the term "picture" which appears with frequency 0.1. To test for the term "rotisserie", which appears with frequency 0.0001, we would need k = 5 to drive the noise down to a tenth of the signal.
With classical Bloom filters, one must configure for the rarest term in the lexicon, even though the vast majority of common terms could be stored more efficiently. Recent work in Weighted Bloom Filters [3] shows that it is possible to adjust the number of hash functions on a term-by-term basis within the same Bloom filter.
BitFunnel applies these ideas to reduce memory usage and determine the number of rows needed for each term.
Sharding by Document Length
Bit-sliced signatures have another one-size-fits-all problem resulting from the requirement that all of the document signatures have the same configuration (i.e. their bit lengths, n, must all be the same, and they must all use the same hashing scheme H (n, t)).
The problem is that real world documents vary greatly in length. In Wikipedia, for example, the shortest documents have just a handful of unique terms while the longest ones may have many thousands of terms. The dynamic range of document lengths on the internet is even higher because of files containing DNA sequences, phone numbers, and GUIDs. To avoid overfilling our Bloom filters and generating excessive false positives, it is necessary to configure the Bloom filters for the longest document expected, even if such a document is very rare. Unfortunately, such a configuration would waste enough memory as to offset all of the other benefits of the bit-sliced arrangement.
A workaround [28] suggested in the late 90s was to shard the index into pieces containing documents with similar lengths. This approach was rejected at the time because, on a single machine, the introduction of length sharding would multiply the number of disk seeks by the number of shards.
This concern is not a factor when the index is many times larger than the capacity of a single machine. As soon as the index is sharded across a large cluster, one must pay for the overhead of sharding. At this point sharding by document length costs the same as sharding by any arbitrary factor.
Even on a single machine, the cost of length sharding is greatly reduced on modern hardware where the index can be stored in RAM or on SSD because the access cost is dominated by fixed-sized block transfers (512-bit cache line for RAM, 4096 byte block for SSD), rather than hard disk seeks.
In BitFunnel, we partition the corpus according to the number of unique terms in each document such that each instance of BitFunnel manages a shard in which documents have similar sizes.
PERFORMANCE MODEL AND OPTIMIZATION
Signature-based approaches have historically been hard to configure because of a large number of design parameters that impact performance [10, 26, 28] . In this section we present an algorithm that optimizes the BitFunnel configuration, given a desired signalto-noise ratio. The algorithm performs a constrained optimization, over relevant configuration parameters, of a cost function that expresses the system efficiency as DQ, the product of the corpus size D and query processing rate Q. The configuration parameters include the mapping from terms with various frequencies to their corresponding number of rows at each rank. The constraint is a lower limit on the allowable signal-to-noise ratio, ϕ. In order to develop the cost function and constraint, we derive expressions for the signal-to-noise ratio, query processing speed, and memory consumption in BitFunnel. We then combine these expressions into a cost function and constraint used by the algorithm that identifies an optimized set of blocking factors and hash functions for each equivalence class of terms, based on frequency in the lexicon.
Prerequisites
Before deriving these fundamental equations, we discuss the impact of row rank on bit densities and noise. We then characterize two different components of noise in rank-0 equivalent rows. This will form the basis for the noise, speed, and storage equations in Sections 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4.
Signal in a Higher Rank Row.
Because each bit in a higher rank row corresponds to multiple documents, the bit density contributed by a single term will nearly always be greater in higher rank rows. We can see this in Figure 4 where densities in the rank-0 row and its rank 1 equivalent are 4 16 and 8 16 , respectively. Let s 0 denote the signal in a rank-0 row and s r denote the signal at rank r . We can express s r as a function of s 0 and r . The probability that a bit at rank r is set due to signal is the probability that at least one of the 2 r corresponding rank-0 bits is signal. This is just one minus the probability that all of the 2 r rank-0 bits are zero:
Noise in a Rank-0 Equivalent Row. Processing a query in
BitFunnel is logically equivalent to intersecting the rank-0 equivalents of each row associated with the query. Converting a rank-r row to its rank-0 equivalent increases noise. The intuition behind this is simple -each bit set in a rank-r row means that at least one of 2 r documents is a match. It could be one document or all 2 rwe can't tell and this is the source of higher noise.
Let's look at a simple example. Suppose we have a corpus of 16 documents and would like to search for a term that happens to appear in documents 4 and 8. We hash our term to find its corresponding rows, and we get the set of rows R = {R 2 , R 1 , R 0 } with ranks 2, 1, and 0, respectively. We define the signal, s 0 as the fraction of the bit positions at rank-0 corresponding to a match. In the case of a term that appears in only 2 documents, s 0 = 2 16 . In Figure 7 , the green squares labeled 'S' correspond to the signal. Since a row is shared with other terms, it contains signal and noise bits but has constant bit density. R 2 has one signal bit, so its signal is 1 4 = 4 16 . We've arbitrarily added one noise bit, marked with an 'N' and shaded black. This bit is contributed from another term that also maps to R 2 . The density of R 2 is 2 4 = 8 16 . Row R 1 has two signal bits and two arbitrary noise bits so its signal is 2 8 = 4 16 and its density is 4 8 = 8 16 .
Finally, in row R 0 , the signal is equal to s 0 because each signal bit maps directly to a single document. As with the other rows, R 0 contains random noise bits from other terms, yielding 8 16 density. To process our query, we intersect the rank-0 equivalents of rows R 2 and R 1 with R 0 . Figure 8 shows how the process of creating rank-0 equivalents increases noise. Continuing with our example, the signal bit from position 0 in R 2 maps to bit positions 0, 4, 8, and 12 at rank 0. Of these four positions, only positions 4 and 8 correspond to signal bits. The others are noise bits introduced by the construction of the rank-0 equivalent, and they are colored yellow and marked with the letter 'C'. In a similar manner, R 2 bit position 2 introduces noise in rank-0 positions 2, 6, 10, and 14. These bits are colored black and marked with the letter 'U'. In the case of R 2 , we went from a rank-2 row with 1 4 signal and 1 4 noise to a rank-0 row with 2 16 signal and 6 16 noise. The noise increase is entirely due to the signal bits in R 2 . In contrast, the noise bits in R 2 contribute their same density without amplification, and therefore do not increase noise in the rank-0 equivalent row. Now let's look at the rank-0 equivalent of R 1 . We go from a rank-1 row with 2 8 signal and 2 8 noise to a rank-0 row with 2 16 signal and 6 16 noise. As with R 2 , the noise increase is due entirely to signal in rank-1 row.
Correlated and Uncorrelated
Noise. We turn to computing the noise resulting from the intersection of a set of the rows. The noise in any rank-0 row is the difference between the row's density and the signal s 0 . If row R has density d, then its rank-0 equivalent has density d because it consists of the concatenation of 2 r copies of the R. Therefore, the noise in R's rank-0 equivalent is d − s 0 .
Noise is made up of two components, one which is correlated and one which is not. In Figure 8 , uncorrelated noise bits are shaded black while correlated noise bits are colored yellow. Row intersections are very effective at reducing uncorrelated noise, but they have less impact on correlated noise.
To better illustrate this, let's look at a simple, but extreme example. Suppose our query matches documents 2 and 13 and consists of the three rank-1 rows depicted in Figure 9 . In the rank-0 equivalent uncorrelated. The uncorrelated noise, shown in black and marked with the letter 'U', is completely eliminated in three row intersections, but the correlated noise, shown in yellow and marked with the letter 'C' remains at the same level despite the intersections. Effectively managing the impact of higher rank rows requires an understanding of the correlated noise in rank-0 equivalent rows. In the following we derive expressions for noise components.
Let n r denote noise in a rank-r row R and n 0 denote noise in its rank-0 equivalent. We express n 0 as a function of r , s 0 , and n r . Row R will contribute n r density due to noise already in R and s r in density due to signal in R. A portion of the density in s r corresponds to bonified signal. The remaining density is correlated noise introduced by the conversion to rank-0. Thus we compute noise at rank-0 by subtracting s 0 from the density contributed by R:
To compute the correlated noise, we subtract n r from n 0 and substitute s r = 1 − (1 − s 0 ) 2 r :
Note that the number of correlated noise bits in a rank-0 equivalent is a function of the original rank. The higher the row rank, the greather the contribution in correlated noise to its rank-0 equivalent. Also, correlated noise remaining after intersecting a set of rank-0 equivalents is the correlated noise of the lowest rank row in the set. The other correlated noise is converted to uncorrelated noise. It is important to note that the correlated noise bits in a lower rank equivalent always form a subset of the correlated noise bits in a higher rank equivalent. Our equations for noise and speed in Sections 5.2 and 5.3 make use of this fact.
Signal-to-Noise Ratio
We're now ready to write expressions for the noise components after a sequence of row intersections. For this derivation, we will perform the intersections in order from high rank to low rank. We will start with an accumulator, a, which has an initial bit density of 1.0 and then intersect in each row in turn.
Let a i denote the total noise in the accumulator at the end of iteration i. Let c i and u i denote the amount of correlated and uncorrelated noise, respectively, on iteration i and let r i denote the rank. The first iteration is effectively loading the first row into the accumulator so, u 1 = n 1 . The correlated noise in the accumulator is always equal to the correlated noise in the last row intersected, so
Since the rows are ordered by non-increasing rank, subsequent rows will never have more correlated noise. In the case where the rank decreases, the amount of correlated noise will decrease. When this happens, some of the correlated noise in the accumulator will become uncorrelated noise, moving forward. This new amount of uncorrelated noise in the accumulator will then be multiplied by the current row's total noise density n i+1 :
At any given point, the total accumulator noise a i is just the sum of the correlated and uncorrelated noise:
The signal-to-noise ratio, ϕ, on iteration i is then
Query Execution Time
When modelling running time, we use the number of machine word accesses of unique memory addresses as our proxy for time.
On a real computer, row intersections are typically performed in chunks that match the machine register size. As an example, if the machine register size is 64 bits, and the rank-0 rows are 256 bits long, a pairwise row intersection would require 4 register-sized logical-and operations. When intersecting a set of rows, the outer loop is typically over the register-sized chunks in each row and the inner loop is over the set of rows. This ordering of the loops is desirable because intermediate results of row intersections can reside in the accumulator instead of being written to memory. In many cases, the accumulator will become zero in the inner loop before all of the rows have been examined. Since additional intersections cannot change the result, it is possible to break out of the inner loop at this point.
In practice, breaking out of the inner loop offers a significant performance improvement. To quantify this impact, we'll focus on the innermost loop which intersects a set of n machine words that reside in memory. Our goal is to write an expression for the expected number of machine words loaded from memory.
If we know the probability that a bit remains set after intersecting the first n rows, we can derive a formula for the expected number of machine words accessed when intersecting a set of rows.
Let N be a random variable denoting the machine words intersected and define P BZ (N > i) to be the probability that a random bit in the accumulator is zero after iteration i. P BZ (N > i) is the probability that the bit was not set by noise and not set by signal:
Define P A (N > i) to be the probability that at least one bit in the accumulator remains set after i intersections If b denotes the number of bits in a machine word then
If we were to actually perform intersections on the rank-0 equivalent rows, the expected number of machine words accessed during one iteration of the outer loop would be
As we saw in Section 4.1.2, the mapping of columns across ranks is structured in such a way that intermediate results from higher rank intersections can be reused. Since each rank-0 equivalent is just the concatenation of 2 r copies of a rank-r original, we need only load the accumulator once for each of the 2 r machine word positions in the rank-0 equivalent. This reduces the number of machine words accessed in each row by a factor of 2 r i :
A similar approach can be used to model block devices like CPU cache and SSD block transfers, but it is somewhat more involved than substituting a different value for b.
Space Consumption
We express memory consumption as the number of bits per document required to store a term. Suppose we have a corpus, C, with target bit density, d, and we wish to store a term with signal, s 0 , in some row, q, that has rank r .
Since the corpus has |C| documents, row q must have |C|2 −r bit positions. Equation (2) shows that a term with frequency s 0 will set s r of these bits. Therefore the term contributes b 1 = s r |C|2 −r set bits to row q. Let b 0 denote the number of zero bits in row q. By definition,
Rearranging, we get
Therefore, the total number of bits required in row q to maintain density of d with a signal of s 0 is
Dividing by the corpus size |C| gives the number of bits per document signature:
For a set of rows, Q, the total memory consumption per document is therefore
Choosing Term Configurations
Given expressions for signal-to-noise ratio, machine word reads, and storage consumed, we can now develop an approach for identifying the optimal row configuration for each term. The problem is a constrained optimization over a cost function parameterized by speed and space. Our constraint is that the signal-to-noise ratio, ϕ, must exceed some fixed threshold. The cost function is proportional to DQ, the product of the number of documents per unit storage and the number of queries processed per unit of compute. D is inversely proportional to the amount of storage required per document. Q is inversely proportional to the number of machine words accessed while processing a query. Therefore
Given the small number of possible row configurations, it is easy to enumerate all configurations and choose the one with the highest DQ where ϕ exceeds the signal-to-noise threshold. For example, when considering configurations of 0 to 9 rows at each of seven ranks from 0 to 6, we need to examine 10 7 configurations for each s 0 value. If we group s 0 values into, say, 100 buckets correspondiong to IDF values from 0.1 to 10.0 in 0.1 increments, the entire optimization involves 10 9 evaluations of Equation 7. A modern multi-core processor can perform this optimization in a matter of seconds.
EXPERIMENATAL EVALUATION
Our experiments are based on the TREC Gov2 corpus. Apache Tikka 3 was used to extract terms, which were then converted to lower case, but not stemmed. Since BitFunnel shards its index by document term count, we selected five representative shards for our tests. Shard A has relatively short documents with term counts ranging from 64 to 127. Shards B, C, D and E have progressively larger documents. Our query log is based the TREC 2006 Efficiency Topics. We removed punctuations from each query and then filtered out those queries that contained terms not in the corpus. 4 The resulting query log contains about 98k queries.
BitFunnel was implemented in C++14 and compiled with GCC 5.4.1 with the highest optimization level. Experiments were performed on a 4.0GHz 4-core i7-6700 with 32GB of 3.2GHz DDR4 RAM with Ubuntu 14.04 LTS on Windows Subsystem for Linux. BitFunnel was configured with lower bound signal-to-noise ratio ϕ = 10.
The source code to replicate our experiments is available at http://bitfunnel.org/sigir2017.
Match Time vs. Quadwords
In Section 5.3 we developed a model for the number of machine words of row data accessed while processing a query. To verify that our model has predictive power, we examined the relationship between row intersection time and the number of quadwords accessed. Since BitFunnel has a significant per-match overhead that is not part of the row intersection cost model, we modified the code to perform row intersections, but not report matches. A sample of 5000 queries with I DF > 3 were chosen, at random, from our TREC query log, and these queries were run, single-threaded, against corpus D. To control for system variances not in the model, we ran each query 10 times and recorded the median row intersection time.
The scatterplot in Figure 11 shows that row intersection time tends to grow as the number of quadwords increases. The correlation is more pronounced at higher IDF values.
Impact of Frequency Conscious Signatures and Higher Rank Rows
This experiment compares the time and space characteristics of (a) bit-sliced signatures configured with classical Bloom filters (BSS); (b) the same, but with Frequency Conscious Signatures as described in Section 4.2 (BSS-FC); and (c) Higher Ranked Rows as described in Section 4.1 and optimized per Section 5.5 (BTFNL). 5 Table 2 examines Corpus D, comparing the three configurations at each of 5 bit densities. The DQ values measure overall system efficiency, expressed as the ratio of QPS to Bits/Posting. We use DQ because it is inversely proportional to the number of servers required, given a particular corpus and a desired QPS 5 The BSS Bloom filter targeted ϕ = 0.1 for terms with IDF 4. The BSS-FC and BTFNL configurations set ϕ = 0.1 for all terms, regardless of frequency.
Frequency consciousness reduces storage consumption while increasing speed. For example, at d = 0.15, the BSS configuration uses 46.7 bits per posting while the BSS-FC configuration uses only 14.7. This 3.2x reduction in storage is achieved while yielding a 2.6x increase in speed. The intuition behind the improvement is that frequency consciousness allows each term to have the right number of rows. With classical Bloom filters, every term has the same number of rows, meaning that more common terms get excess rows as a side effect of providing sufficient rows to ensure the target signal-to-noise level for rare terms.
Higher Rank Rows mainly impact speed. For example, when d = 0.15, BSS-FC runs at 24K queries per second, while BTFNL runs at 57.0K, a 2.4x improvement. The intuition behind the speed up is that higher rank rows can be scanned more quickly than rank-0 rows. Generally speaking, processing a rank-r row involves scanning 1 2 r of the quadwords necessary to process a rank-0 row. The DQ column captures the tradeoff between space and speed. BSS-FC has a DQ of 1,632, while BTFNL has a DQ of 4,163, a 2.6x improvement. Combining frequency consciousness with higher rank rows yields a 21x improvement over that BSS DQ of 194.
We found that a density of 0.15 yielded the best DQ for Corpora B, C, and D, while A and E performed best at 0.05 and 0.20, respectively.
Comparison with Contemporary Indexes
The version of BitFunnel used by Bing includes a forward index with term frequencies used for BM25F ranking. Because this ranking code was not available to us at the time we designed our experiment, we limited our comparison to conjunctive boolean matching.
Our primary comparison system was Partitioned Elias-Fano or PEF [23] . This system is considered state-of-the-art, has excellent performance, and, like BitFunnel, is implemented in C++. We also compared with MG4J's Java implementation of PEF 6 . This implementation was the second fastest system in the SIGIR 2015 RIGOR workshop [18] . Our final comparison was with Lucene 7 , a popular Java-based search engine that outperformed MG4J at the RIGOR workshop, in an apples-to-apples comparison using BM25F.
Each of these systems was configured to use a memory-mapped index that was non-positional, with scoring disabled. In this configuration, PEF and MG4J pay no runtime penalty associated with term frequencies because the frequencies are stored in a separate data structure that is never consulted. It is unclear whether Lucene pays a cost associated with stepping past term frequency values.
For each system we used 8 threads to process the entire 98k query log twice, back-to-back, measuring performance on the second pass. This ensured that relevant portions of the index were paged in, as they would be under continuous production load.
We can see from Table 3 that BitFunnel is faster than PEF in all cases, but sometimes this comes at a significant cost, for example in Corpus A, BitFunnel uses 5x as many bits per posting while yielding a false positive rate of 1.62%. Across the 5 corpora, MG4J is slower than PEF, as expected since it implements the same algorithm, but in Java. MG4J is faster than Lucene in all but Corpus C.
BitFunnel's overall performance relative to PEF improves as document lengths increase. It first surpasses PEF in Corpus C, where it shows 3.2x the QPS of PEF while using only 2.6x the space. Examining DQ, the ratio of QPS to bits-per-posting, we see that BitFunnel outperforms PEF by factors of 1.3, 3.1, and 4.2 in Corpora C, D, and E, respectively, while PEF outperforms BitFunnel by factors of 3.4 and 1.6 in Corpora A and B. These results are consistent with the interpretation that the biggest factor in BitFunnel performance is row length, which is directly proportional to the number of documents in the corpus. As document lengths increase and the corpus size drops, BitFunnel performance improves relative to PEF.
It is unclear from these results, the extent to which BitFunnel's performance gains are the result of a careful implementation versus actual algorithmic gains. We can see from PEF vs MG4J that choice of implementation language can have a significant impact on performance. Since BitFunnel compiles each query into x64 machine code, it is likely that some of BitFunnel's gains come from highly optimized query code.
CONCLUSION
This work revisits bit-sliced signatures and describes their use in a commercial search engine, which previously used inverted files. Signature-based approaches introduce several challenges and we develop a set of techniques to reduce the memory footprint and to process queries quickly. Furthermore, we derive a performance model that allows expressing the system configuration as an optimization problem. We evaluate the key techniques behind BitFunnel experimentally, and we provide the source code publicly to accelerate advances in this area.
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